
Production Line Operator

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Highly motivated, organized, and detail-oriented, dedicated to improving efficiency, productivity, 
and profitability through continuous process improvement. Also, an analytical thinker skilled at 
developing innovative solutions to complex problems. 

Skills

MS Office, Laptop computer, Smartphone, Fax machine, Copy machine, Calculator.

Work Experience

Production Line Operator
ABC Corporation  April 1980 – December 2007 
 Led a five-person team meeting production goals and deadlines providing quality customer 

service and support while maintaining a high standard of safety as per OSHA.
 Continuous observation and adherence to area and company standard operating procedures.
 Maintaining a high standard of quality in products manufactured and correcting any quality 

control issues.
 Leading a team in timely and efficient hardware and product changeovers, maintaining 

records per ISO requirements.
 Worked in an industrial QC Lab with the use of high tech lab equipment in the testing, 

inspecting, grading, and analyzing product and product samples.
 Experienced in the mixing of raw chemicals used in various coating solutions for specific 

products manufactured.
 Provide accurate information during shift change over assuring the incoming line leads are 

completely aware of the status of the jobs running.

Production Line Operator
ABC Corporation  1979 – 1980 
 Performed machine breakdowns and will need to have strong problem-solving skills in order to

a fault- find and repair.
 Carried out first line maintenance activities on plant machinery.
 Ensured comprehensive records and logs are maintained and effective shift handovers are 

carried out.
 Performed regular quality checks to ensure we are producing first class products.
 Challenged the norm to identify and propose ideas and solutions that will increase efficiency 

in production, cost or time.
 Contributed, supported and improved team performance by working collaboratively, sharing 

knowledge and best practices.
 Ownership of own safety and the safety of those around me.

Education
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